Pages 16 j m a t e r r e s t e c h n o l . 2 0 1 9;x x x(x x):xxx-xxx w w w . j m r t . c o m . b r Available online xxx Keywords: Additive manufacturing Electron beam melting Titanium alloy Compression testing Scaffold Powder removal Finite element analysis X-ray computed tomography a b s t r a c t An ultrasonic vibration post-treatment procedure was suggested for additively manufactured lattices. The aim of the present research was to investigate mechanical properties and the differences in mechanical behavior and fracture modes of Ti6Al4V scaffolds treated with traditional powder recovery system (PRS) and ultrasound vibration (USV). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to investigate the strut surface and the fracture surface morphology. X-ray computed tomography (CT) was employed to evaluate the inner structure, strut dimensions, pore size, as well as the surface morphology of additively manufactured porous scaffolds. Uniaxial compression tests were conducted to obtain elastic modulus, compressive ultimate strength and yield stress. Finite element analysis was performed for a body-centered cubic (BCC) element-based model and for CT-based reconstruction data, as well as for a two-zone scaffold model to evaluate stress distribution during elastic deformation. The scaffold with PRS post treatment displayed ductile behavior, while USV treated scaffold displayed fragile behavior. Double barrel formation of PRS treated scaffold was observed during deformation. Finite element analysis for the CT-based reconstruction revealed the strong impact of surface morphology on the stress distribution in comparison with BCC cell model because of partially molten metal particles on the surface of struts, which usually remain unstressed.
Introduction
Electron beam melting (EBM ® ) is a metal powder bed fusion additive manufacturing (AM) technology that makes the fabri- of porous components constructed of periodically repeating unit cells. Open cellular structures, such as diamond structure [1] or hatched structure [2] fabricated in Ti6Al4V using EBM process have been widely investigated for tissue scaffolds and low stiffness implants that approximate the mechanical properties of natural bone. After being implanted in the human body, the scaffold will not only bear the load caused by muscle action and gravity, but also facilitate and guide bone tissue regeneration, as Ma et al. demonstrated [3] . During the service life, all strain that the scaffold experiences should be resulting in only elastic deformation. Bone systems adaption to mechanical conditions includes increasing bone mass in dynamically loaded areas and decreasing bone mass in statically loaded or unloaded ones. Designing implants with needed mechanical properties and functionality basing entirely on mimicking natural structures is a promising approach. This approach is challenging both in terms of topology generation, and in manufacturing such complex structures. Today majority of the manufactured implants are still using only solid sections. But the mismatch between the stiffness of the solid implants, e.g. prosthetic stems and the patient's bone results in stress shielding extensively described by Harryson [4] . This can lead to bone resorption and eventual loosening of the implant. It is possible to avoid such effect reducing mismatch in stiffness between the implant and the bone. Porous metals represent a promising approach for reducing such stiffness mismatch and avoiding stressshielding effects, different types and techniques of porous metals fabrication were by described by [5] . Yavari et al. proposed to use the term "metamaterials" when dealing with cell-based structures having microscale units [6] . Thus, a metamaterial can be considered a mechanical structure as far as its small-scale features and properties are concerned. At the same time, it behaves like a homogeneous material when macroscopic properties are analyzed. In this respect, a metamaterial is assumed to represent a continuous medium, and it makes sense to use commonly defined elastic moduli for characterizing its mechanical behavior. Manipulation of metamaterial properties, for example density, can be a key feature to mimic human bone properties. Accordingly, mechanical properties of additively manufactured functionally graded scaffolds with cubic cell structure with different porosity levels [7] , BCC unit cell structure [8] , rhombic dodecahedron unit cell structure [9] and Schwartz diamond unit cell structure [10] were investigated.
Although EBM technology offers the possibility for manufacturing highly porous components with high precision, the needed post-processing, for example etching [11] , can have a serious impact on the properties of the components. Therefore, the impact of post-processing methods on the mechanical properties needs to be investigated. The average powder size used for EBM process is larger than for laserbased powder bed process [12] . Powder grain sizes between 75 and 125-150 micron are specified as recommended by EBM machine manufacturer. Therefore, for the same size of the interconnected pores of the EBM-manufactured specimen partially sintered powder particles are stronger bonded together, and powder recovery needs a more complicated procedure. The EBM struts exhibit much rougher surface compared with the SLM-made struts caused by the sintered particles [12] . With EBM, all solid parts of the manufactured components are surrounded by residual semi-sintered powder, and metal surfaces have partially embedded powder particles. Residual sintered powder remaining between the struts of manufactured porous structures and scaffolds should be removed during post-processing. If such powder is not completely removed it may become loose during service life of the component, and it can strongly influence the mechanical behavior of the whole component, for example making it effectively more ductile helping to re-distribute the stress from the critical areas. However, as the distribution of remaining sintered powder inside the porous structure is irregular, and in many cases simple optical inspection after post processing would not reveal such problems, the behavior of the structures thus becomes unpredictable. Also, mechanical loading of the porous structures with remaining powder facilitates the powder release, which is inacceptable in the majority of applications including the biomedical ones [13] .
Arcam EBM, the manufacturer of electron beam melting equipment strongly recommends using specialized powder recovery system (PRS). It uses an air jet with working powder for the semi-sintered powder removal in all cases, including lattice structures. However, an air jet loses powder removal efficiency when penetrating into narrow deep holes and inner layers of porous structures making dense lattice cleaning quite problematic. The quality of standard PRS powder removal was investigated earlier by Drescher et al. [14] . A linear dependency between pore size and depth of air jet penetration into the structure was found: the denser lattice causes more difficulties with powder particle removal. Frictional forces and airflow dynamics in the narrow channels with rough surface and the mutual anchoring of particles are the main factors responsible for this. One can also expect additional problems with increasing time of PRS treatment: it was found that sand blasting creates many tiny cracks and leads to additional roughness of the component surfaces [15] .
Chemical etching mainly applied for surface postprocessing of the component manufactured by EBM [16] and SLM [17] methods was also investigated as a method for sintered powder removal. However, etching also leads to the generation of small and shallow pits on the component surfaces with a diameter of 2-10 m [15] . In addition, aggressive etching substances can remain in the pits and can be released during the component lifetime. While the process is effective, it tends to erode material indiscriminately, hence compromising dimensional accuracy of the components [18] . Re-melting strategies with different directions can decrease surface roughness and porosity [19] , but this method can be implemented only for bulk specimens. Laser polishing as a technique reducing surface roughness that involves the melting of a thin layer of substrate, with surface tension causing the material to flow from peaks to valleys [20] . However, remelting the surface could further disturb the residual stress or even result in undesirable changes in surface chemistry [21] . Laser polishing depending on the proper laser beam focusing is hardly appropriate for treating porous structures, where some of the struts inside the structure are completely shadowed by the surface layers. Moreover, laser polishing can cause deformation of struts because the size of partially molten particles becomes comparable to the thickness of struts. Ultra-sonic treatment is also used for AM parts, for example in rotary ultrasonic machining (RUM) [22] , ultrasonic cavitation abrasive finishing (UCAF) [23] or ultrasonic cleaners [24] .
During consultations with EBM equipment manufacturer R&D Department on improving semi-sintered powder removal from EBM-manufactured structures, it was suggested to try ultrasonic vibration (USV) cleaning with direct contact of vibration actuator and a component. According to the preliminary trials with the solid structures having long inner channels, powder was effectively loosened from the solid material boundary. Together with subsequent cleaning using PRS system, it was more efficient than ultrasonic bath cleaning. An additional rationale for direct ultrasonic cleaning was to avoid contact of implant surfaces with surfactants or other chemicals often added into ultrasonic bath to facilitate better powder removal. To the best of our knowledge, there are no open publications on using ultrasonic cleaning with direct ultrasonic actuator contact outside liquid media.
The aim of the current research was to determine mechanical properties investigate the difference in mechanical behavior and fracture modes of PRS and USV treated Ti6Al4V functionally graded scaffolds.
Materials and methods

Scaffolds fabrication
Porous scaffolds of Ti6Al4V alloy were fabricated by EBM system (Arcam EBM, Mölndal, Sweden) using standard parameter settings provided by equipment manufacturer. The structures were built layer-by-layer using a precursor Ti6Al4V powder (Arcam AB, Mölndal, Sweden) with particle size distribution of 75−125 m. The scaffold design providing low effective elastic modulus was chosen for the present investigation. The AM equipment used in the present study was described elsewhere [25] . The build was maintained at a constant temperature of 740 • C and a layer thickness of 50 m was employed. The current research continues the work on scaffold characterization that was initiated earlier by Surmeneva et al. [26] , where mechanical properties of different multiple-layered gradient scaffolds were studied. The newly manufactured scaffolds have identical design: a cylinder with an overall height of 30 mm and a diameter of 15 mm ( Fig. 1 ) with a central full-length borehole of 5 mm in diameter and two layers of lattice with different basic unit cells. The cylinder consisted of two coaxial zones with different lattice structure density. The outer zone had a denser structure to imitate cortical bone, whereas the inner zone with an outer diameter of 11 mm had a less dense structure to imitate trabecular bone. Outer and inner zones consist of body centered cubic (BCC) elemental cells that are widely used in AM of porous and graded lattice structures, for example by Maskery et al. [27] . Lattice unit cell basic dimensions of 1.25 mm and 1.5 mm were used for the outer and inner zones, respectively. The boundary of the outer zone crosses the nodes of 1.25 mm lattice, the boundary of the inner zone passes across the centers of struts of 1.5 mm lattice cells.
The effectiveness of the powder recovery system was demonstrated in the simple porous structures earlier [14] . The effect of the cleaning procedures on the functionally graded porous structures, especially the ones having denser sections, is poorly investigated, though the transition between zones with different porosity can be problematic as for whole structure cleaning. The main advantage of the graded lattices is in mimicking the load bearing bones, therefore the effect of the traditional PRS and novel USV treatment on these structures is of interest.
Post-processing
The standard powder recovery system (PRS) by Arcam EBM uses a particle-blasting technology, simultaneously cleaning the components from semi-sintered powder and collecting the powder for recycling ( Fig. 2a ). With the PRS post-processing two specimens were taken from the EBM build and processed for powder removal in the PRS system working with air pressure of 5 bar [14] . The PRS treatment procedure was carried out until the sintered powder was no longer visible when looking through the structure against bright background. Powder removal utilizing the ultrasonic vibration (USV) was carried out in two steps. Five identical specimens from the same EBM build were initially cleaned with powder recovery system as specified by EBM equipment manufacturer. In the second step additional cleaning was performed using USV system based on the commercial Sonic SwissBoster 20 kHz 1:1.5 Alu equipment originally designed for polymer welding. USV actuator head of the commercial system is mounted to the modified stand of the commercial table drill with added reinforcement bottom plate and fixation for the ultrasonic vibration head ( Fig. 2b ). Power supply from the commercial USV system (not shown in the figure) allows for adjusting the vibration power. Cleaning was performed in a single step by gently compressing the flat surfaces of the cylindrical scaffold samples between the face of vibrator and bottom plate (equivalent force ∼5 N), and switching the power for 5-6 seconds at 75 % of maximum power. It was clear that PRS procedure was not able to completely remove the semi-sintered powder from the deeper layers of the scaffold, as small amount of powder was appearing over the bottom plate after USV cleaning of each sample. Similar inspection of the samples against a bright background was performed and no visible remains of semi-sintered powder inside the structure were left visible after USV treatment.
Scanning electron microscopy
The strut surface morphology and the fracture surface morphology were studied by scanning electron microscopy SEM, FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG equipped with energy-dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDX; Genesis 4000, SUTW-Si (Li) detector) operating in a high vacuum mode.
X-ray computed tomography
X-ray computed tomography (CT) was used to evaluate the inner structure, strut dimensions, pore size, and surface roughness and morphology of the porous scaffolds. The high resolution of the method allows studying shapes of individual scaffold elements, distribution of defects, surface roughness, presence of unmolten or partially molten powder particles as well as the cracks [28] . Computed tomography was performed using a V|tome|x L 180/300 system from General Electrics working with X-ray tube voltage of 135 kV and a current of 70 A and a voxel size of 18.5 m. The data were processed using FiJi ImageJ software. VG Studio Max 3.1 and AvizoFire 8.4 software packages were used for image analysis and 3D rendering [29] . For each volumetric pore, a set of parameters including volume and sphericity were determined by the pore analysis tool from VG Studio Max 3.1.
Computed tomography was conducted for two of USV and two of PRS treated specimens before mechanical testing, and for one of USV and one of PRS treated specimens after mechanical testing.
The profile of the surface irregularities was extracted from the CT based images [28] . The average roughness (Ra) and the maximum height of the profile (Rt) were obtained according to the ISO 4288:1998 standard. Ten profiles were analyzed for PRS and USV treated samples. The measurement was carried out on profiles with a length of 1.25-1.5 mm. According to the EN ISO 4288:1998 standard, for such average roughness values, the minimum length of measurement trace should be 8 mm. However, it was not possible to provide such length because of the small length of the struts between adjacent nodes of lattice.
2.5.
Mechanical testing All metals) [30] and Standard Test Methods of Compression Testing of Metallic Materials at Room Temperature [31] . In present study, we have adhered to the ASTM E9 measurement protocol. It was demonstrated that test method according to ASTM E9 standard could be adapted as a standardized one for cellular lattice structures fabricated by AM [32] . In accordance with ASTM E9, compression was performed at a constant rate of 0.5 mm/min. The aspect ratio of the tested sample (i.e., the ratio between the height and outer dimensions) should be between 1.5 and 2 in order to prevent buckling of the scaffolds under compression. Initially, three specimens for both PRS and USV treatment, were compressed along the rotation axis (build direction). However, when it became clear that USV treated specimens behave unpredictably two more specimens were tested to assure the representativeness of the results.
The loading was carried out until the samples were compressed to first 30 and then to 50 % strain levels. The elastic modulus E was calculated from the slope of the compressive stress-strain curves in the linear elastic region. The ultimate compressive strength was determined as the maximum stress prior to failure (ASTM E9). The ultimate compressive strain was determined as the strain value corresponding to the ultimate compressive strength.
Finite element analysis
Following work was carried out to compare the modelled stress distribution in the unit cells of ideal and the manufactured scaffolds. A BCC lattice cell was created with strut thickness corresponding to the average thickness determined from CT data, Fig. 3a . The total amount of nodes and elements in the mesh were equal to 194485 and 134873, respectively. CTbased reconstructions of unit cells with height of 1.5 mm of PRS ( Fig. 3b ) and USV ( Fig. 3c ) treated scaffolds were prepared as following. Images of CT-stack were binarized and saved in *.obj format using FiJi ImageJ software considering the size of a voxel. The stack was then opened as a solid body object in SolidWorks 2017 (Dassault Systems, SolidWorks Corporation) and converted to a *.step format for future simulations in ANSYS 19.2 software. The simulation mesh of CT reconstructed lattice cell consisted of 192658 nodes and 113496 elements for the PRS treated scaffold, and 201820 nodes and 118695 elements for the USV treated one. The number of nodes and elements for CT-based reconstructions and theoretically constructed model was approximately the same. Boundary conditions for the CT-based reconstructions were described as follows: frictionless support was applied to the bottom face; and a normal compressive strain of 3 % was applied from the top face of the cell. Regular lattices are commonly manufactured with Arcam EBM using the models having zero strut thickness, so that the actual strut thickness is governed by automatically calculated beam control parameters. Usually simulations of large lattice structures'mechanical behavior considered to be very time-consuming and not suitable for the design/optimization of large structures [33] . In our case, actual strut thickness was measured and reconstructed from the CT measurements using FiJi ImageJ software. Source file with zero strut thickness used for printing was not suitable for FEA calculations, since FEA of the linear structure with zero strut thickness would demonstrate only stress distribution between nodes but not inside individual strut or node. Therefore, the scaffold structure was modeled using SolidWorks 2017 basing on the cell dimensions from the zero-thickness file. As the scaffold has the central plane of symmetry, only half of the structure is needed for the computer modeling, as shown in Fig. 4 . Corresponding patterns were constructed from BCC-elements of 1.25 mm and 1.5 mm step length with a strut diameter of 0.4 mm. Cells were repeatedly added in corresponding zones within a single layer covering the footprint of the scaffold cross-section. Next, resulting cross-sectional layer zones with 1.25 and 1.5 mm cells were repeatedly extended over the scaffold length yielding 24 and 20 repetitions, respectively. Then the generated patterns were cut by cylindrical volumetric sections of the diameters corresponding to the ones used in the zero-thickness design file. Because of cutting, thin-walled elements appeared in some places, which were not observed 7 in real specimens. These elements in stress simulations can generate artificial stress concentrators; therefore, they were manually removed from the final model. Successively, the computation mesh of the full scaffold model was generated resulting in 1166728 nodes and 538080 elements. A symmetry condition was set for the semi-cylindrical model with respect to the central plane of the scaffold making possible to calculate the behavior of the whole scaffold. Boundary conditions were described as frictionless support for the bottom and strain of 3 % for the top of the scaffold, since after mechanical testing it was found that both for PRS and USV treated scaffolds elastic deformation zones extend up to about 3 % strain. Mechanical properties of Ti6Al4V from the built-in ANSYS material library were applied to the CAD-generated and CT-based reconstruction models.
Results
Surface roughness and shape of the scaffolds
As described above, the model of the scaffold used for manufacturing is represented by a straight beam-based structure with zero strut thickness; therefore, theproductionfile indicates only a position for the electron beam in each slice. Strut thickness in a real scaffold is defined by the result of melt pool solidification governed by automatically generated EBM parameter settings. Comparative view of the model for the functionally graded scaffold (from STL-file) and a 3D rendering of CT reconstruction of PRS treated specimen are presented in It is also clear that, in the initial model without strut thickness the inner (coarser mesh) and outer (finer mesh) lattice zones are connected to each other only via occasional strut links (see Fig. 5a ). The CT reconstruction data (Fig. 5b) indicate, that due to the real strut thickness many of the gaps present in the model file are closed providing solid metal connections. The large variation in actual strut thickness is caused by two different mechanisms. Firstly, especially with the thinstrut lattices, the melt pool dimensions become comparable with the strut thickness, leading to the characteristic 'beads on the string' shapes of the lattice struts. Secondly, there are loosely connected and partially fused powder grains, typical for the surfaces of the components manufactured with powder bed fusion AM. In the case of the thin-strut lattices presence of such particles having dimensions comparable to the strut thickness brings additional distortion in the resulting lattice cells. The accuracy of the EBM technology enables to produce lattices with geometry that is very close to the one demanded by models. The initial state of the specimens cannot be investigated before cleaning procedure. The state of the samples before the USV and PRS treatment were investigated using CT, and struts of approximately demanded diameter with no visible cracks were observed. This proves the integrity of the as-manufactured samples before powder recovery. Unexpectedly, the experimentally measured strut surface for the PRS treated scaffolds was generally smoother than that for USV treated ones, Fig. 6 . The results of the SEM investigation presented in Fig. 7 demonstrate the presence of large numbers of remaining powder particles on the USV treated scaffold strut surfaces, while the PRS treated scaffold surface is almost free of them, Fig. 7b . The increased surface roughness of the struts could cause stress concentrations and promotes crack initiation [33] decreasing fatigue resistance, compressive strength and yield stress of the whole scaffold.
Mechanical properties and deformation mode
According to results by Rafi et al. [34] , typical Young's modulus values measured for Ti6Al4V bulk specimens manufactured with the long sample axis in the build direction ('vertically') and perpendicular to it ('horizontally') are E vert = 101 GPa and E hor = 104 GPa, respectively. At the same time, the Young's modulus of femoral cortical bone, the strongest load bearing bone in the human body, is about 16-20 GPa [35] . Therefore, the Young's modulus of the ideal scaffold should be sufficiently low for the implementation in orthopedics applications. In our case, the experimentally measured effective elastic modulus of the PRS treated scaffold is 1.19 GPa, compressive strength-about 41 GPa and the yield stress-about 28 MPa. Mechanical properties of scaffolds that underwent ultrasonic vibration cleaning were substantially worthier. For example, elastic modulus was only 0.91 GPa, and compressive strength was only 29 MPa. All measured mechanical properties of the PRS and USV treated scaffolds are summarized in Table 1 . In addition, the USV treated samples exhibit large variations in the mechanical properties, and therefore the mechanical behavior of such samples in service can be quite unpredictable.
Characteristic stress-strain dependencies for the PRS and USV treated scaffolds are presented in Fig. 8a and b , respec- tively. Fig. 9 presents images from characteristic vertical 'slices' from the reconstructed CT scans of the deformed PRS and USV treated scaffolds. For both PRS and USV treated scaffolds elastic deformation zones extend up to about 3 % strain. The point of compressive strength for USV treated scaffolds can be observed at approximately 4 % strain (Fig. 8a) , while for PRS treated one this value is almost twice higher (Fig. 8b) .
It is shown, that elastic behavior in PRS treated scaffold is primarily due to the bending of cell struts, and plastic collapse is mainly initiated at hinges, which is typical for the structures with diagonally oriented struts [36] . During the deformation process the inner call layer struts compact and press out the external zone struts causing a double barrel deformation ( Fig. 9a and b) . Typical stress-strain curve plateau is slightly extending into a hardening zone, when all diagonal struts are becoming almost horizontal ( Figs. 8a and b ). Stress value fluctuation within the curve plateau is usually caused by destruction of struts in their thinnest parts (because of the irregular strut thickness).
In general, solid Ti6Al4V alloy is a relatively ductile material [37] and Ti6Al4V scaffolds commonly exhibit ductile behavior up to the failure. The PRS treated scaffolds kept its integrity up to about 50 % strain, but USV treated ones broke into two separate parts after only 5 % strain. USV treated scaffolds demonstrate completely different fracture mode as compared to the PRS treated ones. USV treated scaffolds do not deform throughout the entire volume, but through one of the diagonal planes (Fig. 8b, c and Fig. 9c, d) . Although the stress-strain curves for five USV treated samples showed some discrepancies, diagonal cracks were appearing in every sample (Fig. 8c ). Diagonal cracking is typical for the lattice structures consisting of diagonally oriented strut in such structures as rhombic dodecahedron lattice [38] and body centered cubic lattice [39] . The diagonal cracking divides the scaffold into 2 parts, sliding along the fracture plane and causing crumbling. However, the periphery layers of the scaffold lattice remained parallel to the axis of the cylinders until the end of the compression process. As it is typical for such cases, the diagonal plane passes through the specimen closer to one of the edges. The stress-strain dependency of USV treated specimens demonstrates rather random behavior as compared to PRS treated ones, Fig. 9 . Since all specimens are taken from the same EBM build and were manufactured using identical parameter settings, and the difference is only in the powder recovery process applied, it confirms that local features changed or generated by the USV treatment are extremely important. With the USV-treated samples the fracture process was accompanied with periodic stress growth after the ultimate compression strength was reached. This can be explained by the collapse of the plane passing through diagonally oriented struts. In addition, as it was found, that the struts of USV treated scaffolds that were not in the immediate proximity of the diagonal plane remained straight during the deformation process, Fig. 9c, d .
The possible impact of the USV treatment can be compared to the effects known for the ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT), a post processing method with immediate contact between a specimen and an actuator designed for improving fatigue stability of the solid parts described by [40] . The energy of vibration creates complex stresses of tension, compression and shear. When the yield stress of the materials is exceeded, plastic deformations occur. Because of plastic deformation and dispersing action of ultrasound the adsorbed liquid films, gases, organic films and surface oxides are removed. Due to this procedure grain refinement in subsurface volume of bulk material can occur. Ultrasonic vibrations have a positive impact on residual stresses relief [40] . For the lattice structures, this effect can differ. The effect of ultrasound treatment with immediate contact between a specimen and an actuator may be dependent on geometry properties of the specimen. For example, initial indications have shown its potential applicability for faster cleaning of the solid (bulk) samples, and its potential applicability for better cleaning of lattice samples was hypothesized.
However, our experiments show that USV treated porous scaffold can become fragile. Lattice scaffolds are much more delicate as compared to the bulk samples, and with USV treatment, cracks are most probably initiated on the strut surfaces causing brittle behavior of the specimens during compression tests. It is also clear, that with USV powder removal more partially fused powder grains are left on the strut surfaces ( Figs. 6 and 7) , contributing to the stress concentration sites and potentially supporting additional crack generation.
Pores
Non-optimal process parameters, non-ideal thermal properties during the lattice manufacturing may be reasons not only JMRTEC-1179 for the presence of partially fused powder particles [41] or cracks [42] , but also for the generation of micro voids (pores) in the solid material of the struts [43] . The sphericity of the voids is considered critical for mechanical properties. The sphericity of a particle/void as defined by Wadell [44] is the ratio of the surface area of a sphere with the same volume as the given particle/void to the surface area of the particle. Crack-like voids with the sphericity lower than 0.7 may significantly favor crack propagation [45] , particularly if they are oriented perpendicular to the tensile load direction. Such defects cause stress concentrations (notch effect), resulting in reduction of static strength of the specimens. Additionally, even small voids in the materials of the thin lattice struts can significantly reduce their mechanical properties and influence the mechanical stability of the whole lattice. One lattice sample from USV and PRS treatment were chosen for the analysis of porosity. The obtained CT data allowed comparing the volume and sphericity of the pores for each type of post-treatment of studied specimens. The abundance of the pores and crack-like voids differs between PRS and USV treated scaffolds. The relative number of round pores (with sphericity larger than 0.7) in PRS treated specimens is approximately 30 % of all voids, while for the USV treated sample it is about 25 %, Fig. 10a and b . The total amount of voids detected in USV treated specimen was four times less as compared to the PRS treated one. The largest voids for the USV treated specimens are twice as small as that for PRS treated ones. The sphericity of the voids for both types of samples lays between 0.45 and 0.85. The ratio between the largest pore dimension and the diameter of the strut was about 89 % for PRS treated and 76 % for USV treated scaffolds. However, the differences in pore numbers and sphericity distributions do not allow explaining the observed difference in mechanical behavior in a clear and unambiguous way. Possibly, high intensity vibrations induced in the lattices during USV cleaning can lead to the generation of small cracks (invisible with optical inspection and computed tomography). Different heat treatments such as mill annealing, stress relieving, can influence on density and porosity of an additively manufactured specimens [44] . Hot isostatic pressure (HIP) treatment remains the most powerful method for modifying the material microstruc- ture (e.g. dominant grain sizes, element precipitation between the grains etc.) and decreasing residual porosity [46] .
Fracture surfaces
As described earlier, different post-processing treatment (powder recovery method) cause differences in mechanical characteristics and fracture modes of the specimens. Deformation of the scaffolds treated with PRS was close to ductile, whereas deformation of the specimens treated with USV powder recovery was more fragile. Thus, a difference of the fracture surfaces should also be detectable. The fracture surface of the struts after the compression tests was examined by SEM. Typical fracture surface images of the PRS treated scaffolds are presented in Fig. 11 . At a microscopic level the exhibited features point out to the ductile fracture, with the characteristic dimples and. Similar images of the fracture surfaces of Ti6Al4V can be found elsewhere [47] . Typical fracture surface images of the USV treated scaffolds are presented in Fig. 12 . Few opened-up pores on the fracture surface were observed and were indicated with black arrows in Figs. 11 and 12 . It is supposed, that the spherical pores were developed during EBM process due to entrapment of gases originally present in gas-atomized metal powders [43] . They play the role of the stress concentrators and the crack initiators. The fracture surface demonstrated mixed mode of ductile and brittle fracture since dimples, randomly isolated microvoids and quasi-cleavage facets are detected on the fracture surfaces. The stages of the fracture process during compression test of additively manufactured lattice struts was described elsewhere [48] . Typical fracture surface images of specimens with different post-treatment demonstrated microscopic ductile dimples and has no significant difference.
Finite element analysis
The effective compressive strengths for PRS and USV treated specimens obtained from compression tests using the metamaterial approach are 40 and 29 MPa, correspondingly ( Table 1 ). Such a 'cumulative' approach cannot clearly reveal the influence of the strut surface morphology upon the stress distribution in the individual lattice cell. To evaluate this impact during elastic compression of scaffold, computer simulations using the models of BCC element (idealized model) and CT-based reconstruction of BCC elements from PRS and USV treated scaffold were performed. A compressive strain of 3 % was chosen for this evaluation. Fig. 15 illustrates the results of simulating compression experiments on the three models and depicts corresponding von Mises stress contours with 3 % strain. The formation of tension and compression zones was observed at the opposite surfaces of each strut of the idealized BCC, lattice cell ( Fig. 13 , diagonal cross-sections, Model). High stress areas are concentrating at the node centers ( Fig. 13 , diagonal and longitudinal cross-sections, Model). Simulated compression for the CT-based reconstructions reveals some additional details. Sharp edges formed by the incoming struts in the node areas of the ideal model are the main stress concentrators, with the calculated stress values reaching 1 GPa. Due to the process imperfections, these areas are rounded in the manufactured scaffolds. However, due to the surface roughness in the area where two struts are joining multiple stress concentrators are present, and calculated stress values in these areas reaches 1.1 GPa for PRS treated scaffold and 1.2 GPa for USV treated one, Fig. 13 . Generally, simulations using idealized and reconstructed cell models indicate that highest stress values are occurring around the nodes, especially at the places where the struts are joining at small angles. It is also clear that significant differences between stress distributions in the reconstructed and the idealized model are caused by the actual surface morphology of each particular strut. Some unstressed, partially fused, metal particles can be observed on the surface of the struts. The more they protrude over the surface the less they influence overall stress distribution. Larger clusters of partially molten particles may significantly increase the local crosssection of the strut, thus influencing the stress distribution picture. It is clear, that in the situation of the lattices with thin struts the surface morphology will have quite significant impact on the overall mechanical properties of the sample. This would be especially pronounced in the cases when the average roughness values become comparable in size to the strut thickness, and when defects such as partially fused or loosely connected powder grains are present on the surface.
The full-scale model of the two-zone scaffold was also used to evaluate stress distribution during elastic compression. As mentioned earlier, 1.25 and 1.5 mm cells were repeatedly posi- tioned over the height of the sample in 24 and 20 horizontal layers, respectively. Because of the dimension mismatch, lattice struts of some cells in the inner structure layer are not connected or just partially connected to the elements of the neighboring lattice elements of the outer layer. It is clearly observed in both idealized model and the CT reconstruction of manufactured scaffold. Fig. 14 presents the of stress distri-bution simulation for the axial loading of the reconstructed scaffold model in the longitudinal (Fig. 14a ) and transversal (Fig. 14c ) cross-sections. Fig. 14b presents a CT image of the scaffold with clearly visible mismatch defects. Such defects are also visible in the cross-section of the reconstructed model used for simulations ( Fig. 14c ). With the common way of scaffold structure geometry generation used, the presence of such mismatch defects is unavoidable. It is also noticeable that, due to the periodicity of both inner and outer lattice structure zones, the areas of largest mismatch (marked by black arrows in Fig. 14a ) will periodically be followed by almost perfect matching, producing virtually stress-free zones in the lattice intersection plane. This periodic repetition of areas with significant number of disconnected lattice cell elements in the plane separating two lattice zones could be one of the reasons for a double barrel formation with vertically offset bulging on the sides, observed during mechanical testing (Fig. 9a, b) . Based on the 7.5 mm offset of the almost stress free zones on the opposite sides of the cylinder separating two lattice zones (Fig. 14a) , one can predict similar separation of the zones with large numbers of mismatch defects and disconnected struts. Taking into account that the diameter of this cylinder is 11 mm the failure plane coming through the inclined 'maximum mismatch belt' should be inclined about 32 degrees from horizontal, which matches well with the experimental observations ( Figs. 9 and 10 ).
Moreover, one can argue that the von Mises stress grows faster as a function of stress in the lattice sample periphery (zone with denser lattice). According to the simulation results, the largest stress appears in the center of nodes (about 1.5 GPa), which is twice as high as the average stress in the struts (0.7 GPa). However, the node failure is not observed in the simulations (see Fig. 9 ).
The mismatch of cell dimensions in adjacent lattice zones leaving disconnected cell elements is a serious challenge in designing gradient lattice structures. The transition between areas with different porosity should be as gradual as possible leaving smallest numbers of free hanging struts that can cause unpredictable behavior and bad mechanical properties of the whole structure.
Discussion
PRS treated scaffolds demonstrate significantly differing mechanical properties and completely different fracture mode as compared to the USV treated ones. The PRS treated scaffold retains its integrity until 50 % strain, while the USV treated one splits into two separate parts after only 5 % strain. The USV treated scaffolds do not deform throughout the entire volume, but through one of the diagonal planes, and undergo a fragile fracture.
The measured Young's moduli are equal to 1.19 and 0.96 GPa for PRS and USV treated two-zone scaffolds, respectively. Ultrasonic post treatment significantly reduces the compressive strength from 41 to 29 MPa as compared to standard PRS treatment. The ultimate compressive strength of USV treated specimens shows large spread of measured values, making predictions of the mechanical behavior of the structures with such powder removal quite problematic: because of the influence of surface features, the behavior of such structures is highly influenced by statistics (analogous to monolithic brittle materials). Such statistical treatment is outside the scope of the present work.
The stress distributions in the idealized BCC lattice cell model (with struts shaped as ideal cylinders) and in the cell model reconstructed from the CT scans are also different. This is mainly due to the rough surface profile formed by partially fused metal powder particles and rounding of the angles between joining struts due to the manufacturing process imperfections. Small size surface imperfections around the strut joints provide multiple stress concentrators and leading to the increasing stress values. Powder grains that are partially fused and loosely connected to the surface of struts are showing very low simulated stress levels. These grains protrude over the surface of the strut and only marginally influence the overall stress distribution. The situation becomes different when such grains form large clusters on the strut surfaces, significantly changing local strut cross-section.
The periodicity of the stress distribution of a two-zone scaffold model is connected with the periodic joining mismatch between the struts of the cells from inner and outer zones. The failure surface inclination angle of the broken USV treated scaffold coincides with the inclination of the belt-like area of joining mismatch coming through the cylindrical surface separating the two lattice zones. This belt-like area has the largest number of mismatch defects and free hanging struts. Presumably, this joining mismatch is also one of the reasons for a double-barrel deformation behavior of the USV treated two-zone scaffold showing similar inclination of the bulges on different sides of the sample.
Concluding remarks
Mechanical properties and mechanical behavior of two-zone scaffolds subjected to different powder recovery treatment, using ARCAM powder recovery system (PRS) and ultrasound vibration (USV) were investigated. Two main aspects can be identified to summarize the mechanical behavior of two-zone scaffolds. Microscopic investigation shows that the surface of scaffolds that underwent USV cleaning has a larger number of partially fused powder particles on the surface of material as compared to the scaffold cleaned with PRS. This increases surface roughness of the struts, causes stress concentrations and provides additional crack initiation sites, thereby decreasing compressive strength and yield stress of the whole scaffold. Additionally, high intensity vibrations induced in the lattice during USV cleaning with direct contact of the vibration head and lattice samples can lead to the generation of small cracks (invisible with optical inspection and with computed tomography). These two features are reflected in the characteristic stress-strain behavior of the loaded scaffolds. In addition, the fracture surface analysis of PRS treated scaffolds displays typical ductile behavior. Fracture surfaces of the USV treated sample reveal indications of the mixture of brittle and ductile fracture features. From the macroscopic point of view, a significant number of joining mismatch defects leading to disconnected lattice elements exist along the surface separating the two lattice zones with different lattice cell dimensions. Areas with a large number of such defects are periodic, with the period determined by the difference in the dimensions of the elementary cells. From the metamaterial point of view, results of the experimental studies clearly show that USV method of powder recovery can result in degradation of critical effective mechanical proper-ties of the lattice samples. We conclude that though scaffold ultrasonic cleaning with direct actuator contact to the components is significantly faster as compared to the PRS based one, defects that can be introduced by the direct contact can be very detrimental. Small cracks potentially introduced by USV post processing can be left undetected even with such advanced method as CT, threatening a component failure during service life. Most probably, SLM manufactured structures will also degrade under after USV treatment. Thus, obtained results reveal that PRS post treatment procedure is still a better choice for removing semi-sintered powder from lattice containing and porous scaffolds manufactured by EBM, and USV treatment is not recommended. Alternative methods of semi-sintered powder removal should be considered in the situations when the traditional PRS powder removal is not effective. Further efforts should be undertaken to find better and more effective semi-sintered powder removal method suitable for both solid and porous EBM-manufactured components. It is also clear that additional research is definitely needed to identify the approach towards the effective computer-supported generation of the scaffolds with gradually changing porosity free of 'joining mismatch' defects.
